
How often do you use
your grey water tank?

32mm Sullage hose
9m on Original Multi-Reel
M4 / M4K

25mm Sullage hose
6m on Compact Multi-Reel
C3 / C3K 25mm Sullage hose

9m on Narrow Multi-Reel
M3 / M3NK

Does your van have
a grey water tank?

Does your
van have a
washing
machine?Do you ever use mains-

pressure hook-up?
This means you leave the
in-bound water hoses connected
to your van rather than running
on pre-filled tanks.

Contains 2x3m lengths and a joiner so you have
choice of a 3 or 6m run. Housed on a Compact Multi-
Reel, this is our best space saver sullage hose.

If you are mostly using the hose to drain a grey
water tank, you are unlikely to need longer lengths of
hose, one of the 3m lengths will be enough most of
the time.

*If you do need longer than 6m yet wish to use this
Compact Multi-Reel variant, simply carry two units
and another joiner, then you can extend the hoses
when needed.

Contains 3+6m lengths with a joiner. It is always
safer to carry too much hose rather than not
enough. In some caravan parks the drain is close,
use the included 3m length only. Other places the
drain is further away, the full 9m can be handy!

This unit is lighter and smaller than the 32mm
version so helps you save space and weight.

Does your storage bay have tight dimensions?
ie. width is less than 37cm

Contains 3+6m lengths with a joiner. This is our
highest flow rate grey water hose.

We recommend it for those with washing machines
or those wishing for the fastest water drainage
option. It is slightly larger than our other sullage
hoses, yet an incredible space-saver compared with
conventional hoses of equivalent flow.
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What do you
value more?

Is 6m total hose
long enough?

Which Sullage Hose
Option is Best for Me?
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